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First (and only) Disclaimer

Good teachers teach

the standards…
not the test

http://www.smarterbalanced.org/
Search
About ⁄Smarter Balanced Assessments ⁄ Higher Ed ⁄ Parent-Students ⁄Resources-Events
Understand the Individual Student Report
Our new video for parents, guardians, and
students explains the Smarter Balanced
Assessment System, including how student
achievement is reported through the Individual
Student Report.

Latest News
Close to 200 Colleges & Universities to Use Smarter Balanced Scores as Part of Placement

High school students who take the Smarter Balanced exam in California, Delaware,
Hawaii, Oregon, South Dakota, and Washington could enter postsecondary institutions
and directly enroll in credit bearing courses. Colleges and universities in these six states
will use the high school score as evidence that students are ready for entry-level, creditbearing courses and may be exempted from remedial courses. Using Smarter Balanced
scores is an option for students and scores are not required, but accepted. LEARN
MORE
Summative Test Blueprints Now Available
The summative test Blueprints have now been posted to the Smarter Balanced
Assessments page of the website. The summative test blueprints describe the content of
the English language arts/literacy and mathematics summative assessments for grades

Relevant Smarter Balanced Websites
English Language Arts/Literacy Item Specification

ELA CAT Item Specs Grades 3-5 (ZIP) (Update 2/4/14)
ELA CAT Item Specs Grades 6-8 (ZIP) (Update 2/4/14)
ELA CAT Item Specs Grades 9-11 (ZIP) (Updated 2/4/14)
ELA PT Item Specs Opinion Grades 3-5 (ZIP) (7/29/15)
ELA PT Item Specs Narrative Grades 3-5 (ZIP) (7/29/15)
ELA PT Item Specs Informative Grades 3-5 (ZIP) (7/29/15)
ELA PT Item Specs Narrative Grades 6-8 (ZIP) (7/29/15)
ELA PT Item Specs Explanatory Grades 6-8,11 (ZIP) (7/29/15)
ELA PT Item Specs Argumentative Grades 6-8,11 (ZIP) (7/29/15)
Performance Task Writing Rubric:
Argumentative (PDF)
Explanatory (PDF)
Informational (PDF)
Narrative (PDF)
Opinion (PDF)
Brief Write Rubrics (PDF)
Performance Task Conventions Scoring Chart (PDF)
ELA Stimulus Specifications (PDF)
ELA Construct Relevant Vocabulary (PDF)
------------------------------------ELA Audio Guidelines (PDF)
Scoring Guide for ELA Full Writes (PDF)
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English Language Arts/Literacy Item Specification
Using the Item Specifications
• CAT (search by grade level)
– Claim 1, 2, 3, 4
– Targets [pull up a Claim 1, Target 4 for your grade level)
----------------------------------– Descriptions of protocols and clarifications
– Item Types and Item Stems

• Performance Task (search by grade level)
– Research (Claim 4 clarifications and sample types)
– Full-write (Claim 2 clarifications and sample items)

Claim 1:Reading-Students canreadclosely andanalyticallytocomprehendarange of increasinglycomplex
literary andinformationaltexts.
LiteraryTexts
InformationalTexts
1—Key Details[MC,HOTTEXT]
8—KeyDetails[MC,HOTTEXT]
2—CentralIdeas*[MC,HOTTEXT, SHORTANSWER] 9—CentralIdeas*[MC,HOTTEXT,SHORTANSWER]
3—WordMeaning[MC,HOTTEXT]

10—WordMeaning[MC,HOT TEXT]

4—ReasoningandEvidence*[MC,HOT TEXT,SA]
11—ReasoningandEvidence*[MC,HOTTEXT,SA]
5—Analysis WithinandAcrossTexts[MC,HOTTEXT] 12—AnalysisWithinandAcrossTexts[MC,HOTTEXT]
6—TextStructuresandFeatures[MC, HOTTEXT]
7—LanguageUse[MC, HOTTEXT]

13—TextStructuresandFeatures[MC, HOTTEXT]
14—LanguageUse[MC, HOTTEXT]

Claim 1 (Reading) Grade 4, Target 2-Literary Texts
Claim 1: St udents can r ead closely and analyt ically t o comprehend a range of
increasingly complex literary and informational texts.

T a r g e t 2 . C E N TR A L I D E A S : I d e n t i f y o r d e t e r m i n e a t h e m e o r ce n t r a l i d e a
from detai ls in the text, or summari ze the text.
Clar ificat ions

Standards

DOK -Depth
o f K n o w l e dg e

Items may assess a theme or central/main idea in the text. Items will not ask
students to summarize entire text; students will summarize a key event(s)/idea(s).
Items may assess the key details in the text that support a theme or central
idea/main idea.
All items should require students to cite specific textual evidence to support ideas.
R L - 1 Refer to details and examples in a text when explaining what the text says
explicitly and when drawing inferences from the text.
R L - 2 Determine a theme of a story, drama, or poem from details in the text;
summarize the text.
N O T E : Underlined content from the Common Core State Standards shows what
each assessment target could assess.
DOK 2, 3
Short Text (Constructed Response) will always be DOK 3.

Stimuli/
Passage s

Texts will contain one or more themes, central ideas, main ideas, &/or key
ELA/Literacy Stimulus Specifications for more information on literary text types.

E v i de n c e
Re q u i r e d

1. The student will determine a theme or central idea/main idea of a text using
supporting evidence.
2. The student will summarize key events or ideas in a text using supporting
evidence.

Allow able
Item Type s

Multiple Choice, single correct response (MC); Multiple Choice, multiple correct
response (MS); Evidence-based Select Response, two-part multiple choice
response (EBSR); Hot Text, select text (ST); Short Text, constructed response (WR)
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Claim 1 (Reading) Grade 7, Target 11-Informational Texts
Claim 1: St udents can r ead closely and analyt ically t o comprehend a range of increasingly co mplex lit erary and informational
texts.

Target 11: REASONING & EVIDENCE : Make an inference or draw a conclusion about a text OR make inferences or draw conclusions
in order to compare texts (e.g., interaction between individuals, events and ideas; author’s point of view/purpose; use of media or formats;
trace and evaluate the argument and specific claims) and use supporting evidence as justification/explanation.
Clarification

Standards

Depth of
Knowledge

Items require students to analyze a text (or texts) by making inferences or drawing conclusions about interactions between events,
ideas, or individuals; author’s point of view/purpose, etc. Additionally, students will apply reasoning to justify that analysis by
identifying supporting evidence within the text(s).
All items should require students to cite specific textual evidence to support conclusions drawn from the text(s).
RI-1 Cite several pieces of textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text.
RI-3 Analyze the interactions between individuals, events, and ideas in a text (e.g., how ideas influence individuals or events, or how individuals influence ideas or
events).
RI-6 Determine an author’s point of view or purpose in a text and analyze how the author distinguishes his or her position from that of others.
RH-6 Identify aspects of a text that reveal an author’s point of view or purpose (e.g., loaded language, inclusion or avoidance of particular facts).
RST-6 Analyze the author’s purpose in providing an explanation, describing a procedure, or discussing an experiment in a text.
RI-7* Compare and contrast a text to an audio, video, or multimedia version of the text, analyzing each medium’s portrayal of the subject (e.g., how the delivery of a
speech affects the impact of the words).
RI-8 Trace and evaluate the argument and specific claims in a text, assessing whether the reasoning is sound and the evidence is relevant and sufficient to support the
claims.
RH-8 Distinguish among fact, opinion, and reasoned judgment in a text.
RST-8 Distinguish among facts, reasoned judgment based on research findings, and speculation in a text.
RI-9* Analyze how two or more authors writing about the same topic shape their presentations of key information by emphasizing different evidence or advancing
different interpretations of facts.
*More than one text may be needed to assess this standard.
NOTE: Underlined content from the Common Core State Standards shows what each assessment target could assess.

DOK 3, 4

Stimuli/
Passage s
(inc. dual)

Each text must include explicitly and implicitly stated details that can be used to make inferences and provide conclusions.

Evidence
Requi red

1. The student will make an inference about an informational text or texts and identify evidence within the text or texts that support
that inference.

Refer to Smarter Balanced Assessment Consortium: ELA & Literacy Stimulus Specifications for more information

2. The student will draw a conclusion about an informational text or texts and identify evidence within the text or texts that support
that conclusion.
Allowable
Item Type s

Evidence-based Select Response, two-part multiple choice response (EBSR); Hot T ext, select text ( ST);
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Short Text, constructed response (WR)

Task Model 1
Item Type: Evidence-based Select Response, two-part multiple choice
response DOK: 3, 4
Appropriate Stems for PART A:
• Which of these inferences about the [provide interaction between individuals,
events and ideas/author's line of reasoning/point of view/purpose/relevance of
evidence/elaboration to support claims, concepts, and ideas/etc.] is supported by
the text?
• What inference can be made about the [provide interaction between individuals,
events and ideas/author's line of reasoning/point of view/purpose/relevance of
evidence/elaboration to support claims, concepts, and ideas/etc.]?
Appropriate Stems for PART B:
•Which the [sentence(s)/paragraph(s)/section(s)] from the text best support(s)
your answer in Part A?
•Which the [sentence(s)/paragraph(s)/section(s)] from the text best illustrate(s)
the [inference made/conclusion drawn] in Part A?
There are also sample stems for “dual-text” items
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Task Model 2
Item Type: Hot Text, select text (ST)

DOK: 3, 4

Appropriate Stems for PART A:
• Click on the statement that best provides an inference about the [provide
interaction between individuals, events and ideas/author's line of
reasoning/point of view/purpose/relevance of evidence/elaboration to support
claims, concepts, and ideas/etc.] that is supported by the text.
Appropriate Stems for PART B:
• Click on the [sentence(s)/section(s)/paragraph(s)] from the text that best
support(s) your answer in Part A. Choose one option.
[Provide excerpt from text]
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The following question has two parts. First, answer Part A. Then, answer Part B.
Part A
Click on the statement that best provides a conclusion that can be drawn about ideas
in the text.
A. [Pong suffered disappointments after each accomplishment it made in the gaming
industry.]
B. [Pong developed from a simple idea into a complex game that attracted people
from all areas.]
C. [Pong helped drive the success of the most profitable company to first produce
gaming systems.]
D. [Pong was the start of a popular gaming industry that was not able to maintain its
triumphant achievements.]
Part B
Click on the sentence from the text that best supports your answer in Part A.
[Just when it seemed Atari was set for long-term success, the North American video
game market crashed.] [Interest in home gaming systems waned, and Atari was sold.]
[Years later, Japanese video game companies Sega and Nintendo reignited the flames
of playing video games at home.] [Today, the popularity of gaming spreads across
countries, cultures, and age groups.] [None of that would have been possible without
Pong, though.] [A simple game of electronic tennis started a revolution in
10
entertainment.]

Task Model 3
Item Type: Short Text, constructed response (WR)

DOK: 3, 4

Appropriate Stems:
•What inference can be made about the [provide interaction
between individuals, events and ideas/author's line of
reasoning//purpose/relevance of evidence/elaboration to
support claims, concepts, and ideas]? Use key evidence from
the text to support and explain your answer.
•What inference can be made about the author’s opinion
about [provide idea/concept in the text]? Use key evidence
from the text to support and explain your answer.
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Take a few minutes to –
•scan through the “item stems” for various
“task models for different item types” for the
claim 1 document you have opened;
•open a new item specification document (from
the same folder) for Claim 2, target 3 (or 6) and
review.
Questions:
•Who is the primary intended audience for the
item specifications?
•Potential usefulness for you?
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Stimulus Specifications
• Claim 1: Reading Stimuli Specifications for Computer Adaptive Testing (CAT) Items
• Claim 2: Writing Stimuli Specifications for Computer Adaptive Testing (CAT) Items
• Claim 3: Listening Stimuli Specifications for Computer Adaptive Testing (CAT)
Items
• Claim 4: Research/Inquiry Stimuli Specifications for Computer Adaptive Testing
(CAT) Items
• Introductions to Reading Texts and Listening Presentations
• Guidelines for the Use of Images
• Specifications for Visual Elements Associated with Audio Clips (Claim 3)
• Choosing Appropriate Reading Stimulus Materials:
– Accessibility Concerns Related to the Selection of Reading Stimulus Materials
– Literary Texts and
– Informational Texts
– Passage Lengths
– Measures to Determine Text Complexity: Quantitative/Qualitative Measures
• Measures to Determine Audio Stimulus Complexity

Appendix Items
Appendix A: Reading Literary Stimuli
• Text Complexity: Qualitative Measures Rubric
• Sample Annotated Literary Text
• Sample Literary Text Complexity Analysis Worksheet
Appendix B: Reading Informational Stimuli
• Text Complexity: Qualitative Measures Rubric
• Sample Annotated Informational Text
• Sample Informational Text Complexity Analysis Worksheet
Appendix C: Listening Stimuli
• Audio Complexity:
• Qualitative Measures Rubric
• Sample Listening Stimulus
• Sample Audio Stimulus Complexity Analysis Worksheet
Appendix D: Annotated CAT Sample Stimuli for Claim 2 (Writing) Items
Appendix E:
• Stimulus Specifications for Performance Tasks
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Rubrics
– Performance task writing rubrics (full-write)
• Narrative
• Op/Argument
• Informative/Explanatory

– Constructed Response rubrics
• Short answer (Claim 1, reading, CAT)
• Short answer (Claim 4, research, PT)
• Brief write (Claim 2, writing, CAT)
–Organization (Nar, Op/Arg, Inf/Explan)
–Development (Nar, Op/Arg, Inf/Explan)
–Conventions
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Annotated Papers
Scoring Guide for ELA Full Writes (PDF)
http://www.smarterbalanced.org/wordpress/wpcontent/uploads/2015/07/Smarter-Balanced-Scoring-Guide-forELA-Full-Writes.pdf
Based on Pilot test so “okay”
but not as “good” as
exemplars in Practice Test

Grades 3, 4, 5, 6, 8
http://sbac.portal.airast.org/practice-test/resources/
Grades 7 & 11 “coming” 

Practice Test
Practice Test –
http://www.smarterbalanced.org/practice-test/
Practice Test Resources and Documents
http://sbac.portal.airast.org/practice-test/resources/

Supplemental Information for Appendix A of the Common Core State
Standards
for English Language Arts and Literacy: New Research on Text
Complexity - http://www.corestandards.org/wp-content/uploads/AppendixA-New-Research-on-Text-Complexity-revised.pdf

Elementary-Writing Fact Sheet
http://www.smarterbalanced.org/wordpress/wpcontent/uploads/2014/12/SmarterBalanced_Elementary-Writing.pdf
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The Practice Test
SOME anchors for other constructed response
items (short answer for reading, brief writes for
writing) in the practice test. But beware….
•Not all constructed response items are created
equal(ly). Look for “key ideas” (summary,
central/main idea, theme- Target 2/9) questions AND
“reasoning/evaluation” (inference + support – Target
4/11) questions.
•Do not tell students CR questions are “only” worth 2
points!
•Be sure to review all the practice tests in your grade
band (no individual test covers all relevant “targets”)

What not to do
• Assigning students to a computer and telling
them to “Take the Practice Test” will likely yield
no benefits to anyone.
In fact, research has shown –
repeatedly – that drilling for “the
• It likely, instead will lead to
test” has a negative effect on
student performance!

– Student frustration;
– A negative attitude toward Smarter Balanced and
assessment in general;
– A lack of reliable information (for teachers and
students) about where students are “going wrong”
and where their mistakes lie.

What you might do instead
• Designate small segments of
class time to review item types,
different skill sets (targets)
• Point out wording of items:
verbs (and implied cognitive
rigor); Construct-relevant
vocabulary; skill(s)
• Incorporate similar language into
class discussion and into
classroom assessments (within
reason!)

AVID
•circle/underline
question
annotating
•Costa’s cognitive
levels

Ideas
• Example/non-example
• Guess the Question (Provide student responses
and ask students to guess what the question was)
• In prepping for argumentative (or opinion) tasks,
teach skills of “warranting claims to data”
through debate (modified for younger students)

Construct Relevant Vocab
What good is it?
•It is not a default vocabulary list
You say pŌtato; I say pŎtato…
•Use the Smarter vocabulary in your classroom
and be sure students’ understand the words
– Cognitive rigor of verbs (example/non-example)
– Applicable content words (thesis vs. main idea, etc.)

Using Practice Test questions for whole
class instruction/modeling
• Model Reading for assessment purposes (thinkaloud: purpose-setting statement; good-reader
strategies in play, etc.) CHART the TEXT,
MARKING the TEXT, WRITING in the MARGINS
• Choose one target and review questions that get
at that target [match target skills to reading
series: inference, main idea, language use, etc.)
If possible, review MC, hot text, constructed
response items for the same target.

For the PT-PT
(Practice Test/Performance Task)
• Model reading task set-up (important to understand
the set-up)
• Model [purposeful] note-taking for source #1; have
students work with a partner to take notes for
source #2; etc.
• Whole-class collaborative writing response to task
(can be oral!)
• Whole-class score co-constructed response using
rubric
• Compare with website annotated sources
• Debrief (reflect)

Final Disclaimer

Good teachers teach

the standards…
not the test

